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OKLAHOMA CITY, Aug. 15, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- 4 AM Midstream, LLC ("4 AM" or the "Company") announced today that it has acquired midstream
oil and gas gathering assets from White Star Petroleum, LLC ("White Star") an independent oil and natural gas exploration and production
company headquartered in Oklahoma City. Also based in Oklahoma City, 4 AM provides gathering and processing services to oil and gas
producers in markets with growing production. The relationship between Virgo Investment Group ("Virgo" or the "Firm") and 4 AM Midstream
provided the catalyst for this strategic acquisition. Eli Aheto, Partner at Virgo Investment Group commented, "We are pleased to work with White
Star to enable their growth goals and to provide a creative capital solution to the 4 AM team as they seek to provide gathering and processing
services to Mississippi Lime and STACK producers."

The acquired assets are in central Oklahoma and will transport oil and gas from White Star and neighboring production companies to major
markets. The assets include 253 miles of gas gathering pipelines including 26 miles of high pressure lines and 214 miles of crude oil gathering
pipelines. "The acquisition of White Star's midstream assets is the rst phase of our overall strategy for Central and Western Oklahoma. The
system was built to accommodate a substantial drilling and production program in the Mississippi Lime play. 4 AM has identi ed an opportunity
to leverage this asset to additionally provide gathering services to producers in the fast-growing STACK basin in Oklahoma who are currently
trucking their production," said Chief Executive Of cer Aubrey Harper. White Star will maintain Anchor Shipper status on the system. "We are
excited to establish our relationship with White Star and welcome additional shippers onto the system," states Harper.

"The central Oklahoma region is rich in exploration and production opportunities. We look forward to expanding our midstream footprint and
processing capabilities in the region. Our goal is to be a safe and environmentally sound midstream company servicing customers in the region
for many years to come," added Harper. With this transaction Virgo will appoint Eli Aheto as a Director, and Perry Cole as a Director and the
Chairman of the Board. Cole is also a Senior Advisor and Operating Partner for Virgo. "I am excited to reunite with Aubrey and to work with the
entire 4 AM team to grow and expand their business," said Cole.

About 4 AM Midstream, LLC
Founded in 2017 and based in Oklahoma City, 4 AM is an asset management company that acquires, develops, owns and operates oil and gas
pipeline assets. 4 AM's midstream business takes a regional approach focusing on oil and gas producers initially in the various basins in
Oklahoma. 4 AM focuses on small to medium sized crude oil and natural gas gathering and related systems and the safe and economical
delivery of these commodities to end users and market hubs.

About Virgo Investment Group
Virgo is an opportunistic investor. Founded in 2009, Virgo has invested over $900 million, completing more than 45 investments to date. Virgo
invests in market dislocations and areas of corporate change targeting identi ed themes (or "market seams") in the Firm's core industries. A
theme-based approach to idea generation, coupled with proactive sourcing, a exible mandate and creative transaction structuring skills, allows
the rm to create differentiated opportunities and target optimal risk-adjusted returns across market investment cycles. Virgo is an actively
engaged investor that seeks to contribute ideas and human capital to the harvesting of value post-investment and has a history of partnering
with founder entrepreneurs and management teams. For more information, please visit www.virgo-llc.com.
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